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brought about the ultimate break up of the confederacy.
Philip of Macedon, jealous of the growing power of Athens
and Sparta, was all along playing a watching game. Taking
advantage of the mutual dissensions of the Amphietyons, he
gladly accepted the invitation of  the Thebans and other
cities to arbitrate between them by force o£ arras.   In 346
B. C. he succeeded in prosecuting his artful designs,  and
despite the vigorous opposition set up by Demosthenes he
got admitted as a member of the Council.   After this event
Athens refused  to send her deputies to the Pythian games
which took place under the  presidency  of Philip, and the
hegemony of Greece passed to Macedonia.   Soon afterwards
Philip and then Alexander assumed the role of a Master and
the Amphictyons were forced to wear Macedonian chains.
In this way was  brought about   the break up of  this
federation which certainly helped Greece in its unification,
and was interesting and instructive as a stepping-stone to
later Hellenic federations.
(ii) The AcJiaean League. 281 B. C.—146 J?. C.
Another and a more valuable Greek instance is that of
the Achaean League. Although this League also met with the
same fate as the Amphictyony, yet it was better organised,
more efficient, and applied federal principles to a greater
degree than its predecessor.
Consequent on the death of Alexander the Great and
the resulting dismemberment of his empire, some of the
cities of Achaia combined together to form a new league.
Originally only twelve cities * joined this confederation.
But the danger of the power of Macedonia and the growing
power of Rome, which they feared might any day be used
against them, showed the necessity for combined action
and soon the membership reached seventy.
* These Twelve cities were:—Belike, Ole,nos, Pat-raj, Byrne, Phara,i
Leoution, Aigeira, Pellenej Aigion, Boura, and Keryneia,

